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CitraTest Version 3.0, the World’s First Automated Testing Solution Developed Just
For Citrix Hosted Applications, Introduces New Proprietary Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) Capability.
CitraTest is the only client side, integrated solution for conducting performance
benchmarking, compatibility, functional and latency testing across all Citrix hosted
applications, environments and browsers.
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, August 17, 2001 – Tevron, LLC today announced the availability
of CitraTest version 3.0 that now includes the addition of Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
support, adding to its overall functional and regression testing capabilities without compromising its
virtually non-invasive testing approach. This revolutionary non-invasive capability allows
customers that need OCR for functional testing to realize CitraTest’s benefits of improved testing
accuracy, better resource utilization, lower cost, and greater customer satisfaction.
“The addition of Tevron’s proprietary OCR capabilities takes us to the next level in terms of
overall functional and regression testing”, says Jay Labadini, Chief Executive Officer of Tevron, LLC.
“Now, CitraTest has the ability to read text, evaluate text, perform calculations and click on text
strings and still maintain its unmatched testing approach that does not in any way modify the
operating system of the system under test (SUT). Furthermore, through Tevron’s proprietary OCR
algorithms, we have been able to add significant features such as intelligent font recognition and the
ability of CitraTest to learn custom fonts.”
CitraTest and CitraTest NI are revolutionary new automated testing solutions designed
specifically for Citrix enterprise users, ASPs, ISVs and iBusinesses. Because CitraTest is virtually
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non-invasive and CitraTest NI is a totally non-invasive testing tool, users are assured quality and
accuracy thereby saving money, time and resources and ensuring their ability to be competitive.
CitraTest is designed specifically for testing Windows applications and is the world’s only software
test automation solution for conducting performance benchmarking, compatibility, functional and
latency testing for all Windows development environments and all browsers through one single
license.
CitraTest supports Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000, and Millennium (Windows ME) and does not in any
way modify the operating system of the system under test (SUT) by requiring only one DLL. The
totally non-invasive CitraTest NI tests any development environment, any application and any PC
operating environment. CitraTest and CitraTest NI operate with all browsers, including AOL,
Microsoft, Netscape, Lotus Notes, Java, SAP, Oracle, etc., all custom controls and is the only
solution for testing applications on thin client machines.
To learn how CitraTest and CitraTest NI can improve the testing of your Citrix hosted
applications, call 1.978.441.9844 or visit www.tevron.com.

ABOUT TEVRON, LLC
Tevron, LLC, a premier member of the Citrix Business Alliance, is a pioneer in a new class
of automated software testing solutions. Utilizing Tevron’s proprietary Image Verification as a
platform for its automated solutions, Tevron’s mission is to provide minimally or totally noninvasive automated testing solutions compatible with all operating systems, development
environments and multiple hardware platforms. Tevron offers test automation solutions in both
standalone software versions and totally non-invasive external appliance aided versions, as well as
offering expert implementation and testing services.
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